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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are the basic principles of storage troubleshooting? (multiple choice) 

A. Locate the exterior first, then the interior 

B. First perform an alarm analysis, then use the replacement method 

C. First find the high-level alarm, then the low-level alarm 

D. Find the common first alarm, after the individual alarm 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

When the N8500 (V200R001) clustered NAS operating system is archived as a banknote imaging platform, the
information about storage units and networks is set. Choose the correct statement. 

A. When the access to the N8500 is all on the intranet, and the client traffic is not equal, it is recommended to configure
the "balance-alb" mode (that is, bond 6 mode). 

B. When creating a LUN, write business for a long time, the stripe depth recommended 512KB. 

C. If the RAID group is configured as RAID 6, the number of member disks is recommended to be 9 disks, and it is not
recommended to configure the RAID group. 

D. Fencing LUN should be placed in the same RAID group. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The Huawei OceanStor storage system uses asynchronous multi-time cache for asynchronous remote replication to
make the remote asynchronous RPO index of the LUN reach the second level. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the correct description of the Huawei Oceanstor 9000 read and write process? 

A. The CA is responsible for initiating the metadata query 

B. If the global cache read hit, read from the global cache without having to go to the OBS to read the stripe data 
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C. Reading data, the MDS is responsible for assembling the slitting data 

D. When writing data, calculate the redundant data by MDS 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to verify the consistency of the slave LUN data with the source data and to protect slave LUN data, which of the
following descriptions is incorrect: 

A. Create a virtual snapshot of the slave LUN and activate it, then map the snapshot LUN to the host for authentication. 

B. After the snapshot LUN is mapped to the host, the host can read and write the snapshot LUN. 

C. After the verification is completed, stop the upper-layer service application, release the LUN mapping, and finally
delete the snapshot. 

D. Stop the snapshot before the host can write snapshot LUN. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Huawei OceanStor storage controller BBUs are both in a fault alarm. Which description is correct for the upper
application? 

A. System does not work. 

B. If the device is powered off unexpectedly, some of the business data will be lost. 

C. Business performance is not affected. 

D. Upper business IO read and write will not have any impact. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

RAC is a typical "multi-instance, single-database" architecture that is shared by all nodes, accessed in parallel, including
database data files, control files, parameter files, online reorganization log files, and even archived log files are placed
on shared storage and guaranteed to be simultaneously accessible by all nodes 

A. Correct 

B. mistakes 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 8

True or False, all OceanStor Unified Storage Array disks have the ability to store dirty data after a sudden power failure 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

OceanStor 18500 uses RAID 2.0+ virtualization architecture. Which statement is false about planning and configuring
storage with RAID 2.0+? 

A. Both thick and thin LUNs can be created in the same storage pool. 

B. If the performance tier of a storage pool uses the 8D+1P RAID policy, the owning disk domain of the storage pool
must have at least 9 SAS disks. 

C. The hot spare space of a storage pool comes from each member disk of the storage pool. 

D. A storage pool can have three storage tiers, and each tier can have more than one RAID policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

How can you view the WWN HBA card that is in a Windows2008 R2 system? 

A. In Device Manager, right-click of the HBA card to see its properties 

B. View in Storage Explorer Manager 

C. View using the FC Info tool 

D. CMD command line, enter the diskpart 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following are correct regarding the Huawei OceanStor 9000 V100R001C30 products for video monitoring
services? (multiple choice) 

A. To improve the reliability of the video data storage device, the user turns on the securevideo feature of the data disk
using a 4 + 1 protection level 

B. The user turns on the securevideo feature, with two data corruptions if the data disk uses a 4 + 1 protection level and
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only 3 for a write operation 

C. Users open the securevideo feature data consistency scanning, the system does not complete the data files, will be
cleaned up 

D. After the user turns on the securevideo feature, the file corruption event has been reported while reading and writing
files, and the data recovery failure alarm is no longer reported 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which if the following is correct regarding the Huawei Oceanstor unified storage system multi-planar system design? 

A. The service plane uses GE channels for data transmission 

B. The service plane connects the host IO channel, disk IO channel and GE switch 

C. Plane redundancy between each other, when the business plane fails, allowing the use of control plane transmission
of business data 

D. When the GE switching channel is faulty, the PCIe switching channel can be used as the backup data transmission
channel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A TV station plans to adopt Huawei OceanStor 9000 as a back-end storage system, with 10 OceanStor 9000 C nodes,
planned to be deployed in 4 standard cabinets, with all backends connected to a pair of stacked back-end CE6850
switches. There is no single customer in the existing networking standalone management network. Which of the network
IP address planning described below is incorrect? 

A. You can plan back-end storage network for 9000 internal communications, without planning gateway address, and
front-end network with the same network segment IP address. 

B. Oceanstor 9000 front-end network and management network can be considered together, planning for the same
network segment. 

C. Back-end CE6850 switches need to use four stacked cables for stacking connection to ensure bandwidth
requirements 

D. The external NTP server address and the OceanStor 9000 front-end network need to communicate to ensure that the
OceanStor 9000 system and client applications maintain time synchronization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Scale out is a scale-out architecture that upgrades storage systems typically by increasing the number of nodes by
expanding more controllers to meet user data growth demand. Huawei OceanStor V3 storage system supports the use
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of smart IP card to achieve IP scale out. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

In a client application scenario, IO business model for the random read, the IO size is about 100K, and the depth of the
storage array LUN stripe set to______. 

A. 8K 

B. 16K 

C. 64K 

D. 128K 

Correct Answer: D 
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